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The patented Snuggle Cave Bed by KONA CAVE® is now available for commercial
markets with the diffusion brand Sleepy Fox®

Berlin, Germany – The unique sleeping benefits of the premium Snuggle Cave Bed by KONA
CAVE®, available at high-end pet boutiques throughout Europe and the US, is now available for
wholesale and distribution through the diffusion brand Sleepy Fox®.

The patented Snuggle Cave Bed is a specially designed dog bed that fulfills all of dog’s
natural sleeping instincts
Dogs are den animals and crave the comfort and security of their natural sleeping den.
Dogs have three main sleeping instincts: 1) they seek a protective cover for security, 2) they like to
lean against something for support, and 3) they want to form their sleeping place to the
perfect shape.
The Snuggle Cave Bed by Sleepy Fox® fulfills all of these sleeping instincts with 1) a fluffy and cozy
cave cover to give your dog privacy and security, 2) structured side bolsters that support your dog
while they lean and 3) a separate center mattress that allows your dog to shape their sleeping
cushion to the perfect form.

The cave top of the Sleepy Fox® Snuggle Cave Bed stands open in the front for easy entry, while the
back of the cave top lies down on the bed to snuggle your dog like a blanket. The unique air
opening in the rear of the bed ensures your dog’s safety by providing fresh air at all times.
Sleepy Fox® Snuggle Cave Beds not only nurture your dog’s sleeping instincts, they are meticulously
designed and hand crafted, with elegant fabrics and vegan leather trims, to look beautiful in your
home.

The Snuggle Cave Bed is loved by cats too
Cats are independent by nature and often seek privacy. The Sleepy Fox® Snuggle Cave Bed
provides your cat the ultimate sense of privacy and security while the side bolsters give them the
comfort they deserve.
The Sleepy Fox® cave cover stays open in the front, providing easy entry and exit, while the soft
cave top drapes down at the back – perfect for cats who like to hide and to snuggle into softness.

More advanced than other burrow/clam beds available
The Sleepy Fox® Snuggle Cave Bed has a soft yet stable structure that is specifically designed to
stay upright, preventing the bed from rolling or flipping over.
The supportive side bolsters provide your pet the comfort and confidence of being able to lean
against the side of the bed, while the construction of the bolsters provide structural support keeping
the bed from rolling over.
The cave entrance stays open at all times via the flexible support tube, allowing for your pet’s easy
entry and exit. The back of the cave cover has an innovative air opening, ensuring fresh air at all
times and keeping your pet safe even when they are sleeping under the bedcovers.
The unique patented design of the rectangular bolster, combined with the round cave cover, creates
the perfect sleeping environment for your pet.

Additional brand information
KONA CAVE® is the premium designer of beautiful, high-quality and innovative pet beds,
accessories and pet interiors.
KONA CAVE® is known for its patented Snuggle Cave Bed which fulfills all of a dog’s natural
sleeping instincts and a cat’s sleeping preferences. The inventive KONA CAVE® Travel Bed is a thick,
padded dog bed that helps reduce anxiety for dogs in new places and is easily carried by shoulder
straps.

The full range of KONA CAVE® products includes unique dog & cat bed designs, orthopedic
mattresses, pet blankets and interiors, dog collars and leashes, dog toys, dining dishes and the everpopular Doggy Décor Sets.
KONA CAVE®, founded in 2016 by a former Ralph Lauren executive, is vegan and environmentally
friendly, designed in Germany and ethically made in Europe.

Visit the Sleepy Fox® and KONA CAVE® booth at Interzoo 2020 in Hall 4 Stand 644.
To schedule an appointment during Interzoo contact sales@konacave.com or call +49 30 208 989
444
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